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TwO dECAdES OF TrACkiNg AmEriCANS’ pErCEpTiONS

ANd BEhAviOrS ArOuNd COrpOrATE SuppOrT OF

SOCiAL iSSuES, ANd ONE ThiNg iS ABuNdANTLy CLEAr:

CAuSE iS mOST dEFiNiTivELy hErE TO STAy.

In 1993, when Cone Communications first started tracking U.S. consumers’ attitudes 
toward businesses’ involvement in social issues, cause marketing was a nascent 
promotional strategy to gain competitive advantage. Since that first survey, corporate 
support of issues has exploded. U.S. consumers have steadily and increasingly 
deemed cause a differentiating factor not only in their purchasing decisions, but in 
determining which companies deserve their trust and affinity.   

Today, cause is squarely in the public consciousness. Certainly Americans’ inclinations 
to shop for good has ebbed and flowed over time – economic upheaval, disasters 
of manmade and natural varieties, international conflicts and acts of terrorism all 
permeate and affect consumer priorities and purchasing habits. Although much has 
changed during the past 20 years, cause remains an undeniable consumer demand 
and a savvy business strategy. 

Cause is evolving in new and exciting ways. Consumers are more astute and no
longer buy purpose alone. Social impact is the new standard. It’s not just about 
standing for a critical social and environmental issue; it’s about progress toward 
solutions. And it’s not just about getting people to buy something in the hopes of 
making a difference; it’s about responding to consumers’ demands to understand 
exactly how their actions are effecting positive change. This new era in which social 
impact reigns supreme requires new approaches and new engagement channels, but 
also recognition of the new audiences that are carrying cause into its next iteration. 

We are honored to share with you the 2013 Cone Communications Social Impact 
Study, focusing on the crucial insights and implications practitioners need to know 
to successfully navigate this next cause evolution. 

Bill Fleishman  I  CEO, Cone Communications

TwENTy yEArS. ONE CONCLuSiON.
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Been shopping lately? Chances are, you’ve bought a cause. Today, a product is no longer just a product. It’s a 
donation to cancer research. It’s a tree planted. It’s a step toward a better world. Certainly this universal corporate 
dedication to society-at-large is a good thing – after all, it’s putting the resources of leading thinkers and companies 
behind some of the most pressing social and environmental issues. 

But when everyone stands for something, how do brands stand apart?

iNTrOduCiNg SOCiAL impACT

Standing for something is no longer enough. 
Social impact is crucial – and sets leaders apart. 

The 2013 Cone Communications 
Social Impact Study – the latest in 
Cone’s 20-year analysis of Americans’ 
attitudes, perceptions and behaviors 
around corporate support of social 
and environmental issues – reveals 
a new reality. Cause, as we’ve
traditionally known it, is no longer
a differentiator, although U.S.
consumer appetite for corporate 
support of issues remains strong. 
Social impact is the new stan-
dard for how companies address 
social and environmental issues 
to drive meaningful and positive 
change. When done right, social 
impact expresses the heart and
humanity of a company, and
consumers stand ready not only 

to engage with but reward
companies for those authentic efforts 
and progress.

As the next evolution of cause, social 
impact is a core part of corporate 
social responsibility and manifests 
itself in holistic brand integration and 
investment. Leading companies are 
not just identifying issues they want 
to solve – they are articulating how 
those issues are relevant to their 
businesses and to individual 
stakeholders. They are providing 
consistent validation for participation 
through dynamic activation, clear 
communication and ongoing 
proof of progress. 

Key population segments are further 
driving the evolution of cause.
Multicultural consumers – specifically 
African Americans and Hispanics – 
are burgeoning forces in the broader 
U.S. culture and economy. As they 
gain in numbers and influence, so 
too does their optimism and
enthusiasm for social impact.
Similarly, Millennials – a large portion 
of whom have never known a world 
without cause marketing – are taking 
their place in the driver’s seat and 
shaping the very way companies do 
business today. These three 
segments are the ones to watch, 
and they’re eager to drive positive 
change.  

About the Research:
Cone Communications partnered with Ebiquity Research (formerly Echo Research) to field our second comprehensive survey 
of American attitudes, perceptions and behaviors around CSR. We conducted an online survey of 1,270 adult consumers in 
the United States, broadly describing “corporate social responsibility” to respondents as “companies changing their business 
practices and giving their support to help address the social and environmental issues the world faces today.”  

 Achieving social impact requires a measured approach centered on five guiding principles:

  Turn your stakeholders into partners by making their participation urgent and necessary

  Integrate social impact within your company’s business and CSR efforts to maximize potential for impact

  Seek out new opportunities to innovate and accelerate solutions

 Explore new communication channels to broaden reach and appeal

 Provide ongoing and transparent proof of individual and collective impact

5 guidiNg priNCipLES

2
1

3
4
5
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Social impact is the new standard for how companies address social 
and environmental issues to drive meaningful and positive change.



uNdErSTANdiNg AmEriCANS’ EXpECTATiONS
Americans’ appetite for corporate involvement in social and environmental issues is 
voracious. Just 7 percent of the U.S. population believes corporations only need to be 
concerned with their bottom-line. More than nine-in-10 look to companies to support 
social or environmental issues in some capacity, and 88 percent is eager to hear from 
companies about those efforts. A whopping 91 percent wants to see more products, 
services and retailers support worthy issues – up eight percentage points since 2010. 

Although Americans overwhelmingly want companies to contribute to broader 
social and environmental issues, they are somewhat divided on what that role 
should be – giving money, volunteering time, advocating on behalf of causes 
or changing operations to align with greater needs. As consumers become 
increasingly sophisticated about the role corporations can play in society, 
companies must aspire to meet equally high and diverse expectations. Simply 
cutting a check isn’t going to cut it. Companies must consider the impact
they want to have, and the best way to achieve it – and often that means a 
multi-faceted approach.

Businesses exist to make money for shareholders and are not 
responsible for supporting social or environmental issues

Businesses may play a limited role 
in the communities in which they 
are based, but are not necessarily 
responsible for supporting social 
or environmental issues

Businesses should support larger social or 
environmental issues by donating products 
or services, money or volunteering

Businesses should not only 
support but advocate for change 
in larger social or environmental 

issues by increasing awareness of 
the issue and donating products or 

services, money or volunteering

Businesses should change the way they 
operate to align with greater social and 

environmental needs
7%

22%

25%

25%

21%

2013

BELiEFS ABOuT ThE rOLE OF BuSiNESS iN SOCiETy:
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rECOgNiZiNg iSSuES ThAT mATTEr
The mandate for companies to actively support social and environmental issues is loud 
and clear. But which issue? The myriad causes can be daunting. Selecting the “right” 
issue is a balancing act, assessing carefully a wide range of factors, including brand 
equity, business objectives, stakeholder preferences and marketplace needs. And 
although those will vary for each organization, a good place to start is a sense of where 
the general population is leaning. During the past 20 years of Cone Communications’ 
research, Americans have consistently regarded a variety of issues, from homelessness 
to violence prevention, as important. In 2013, survey respondents were asked to
identify the one issue they most urgently want companies to tackle.

Given the economic roller coaster Americans have 
been riding during the past several years, it’s no sur-
prise economic development remains the clear priority 
they want companies to address. Issues cropping up 
as a result of a weak economy – such as poverty and 
hunger – are logically increasing priorities, as well.

The nation’s economic focus does not rule out other 
critical social issues, such as human rights (10%),
education (8%) or health and disease (7%). These

issues are inherently linked to economic realities,
particularly for individuals and families most acutely 
affected by precarious financial situations. Americans 
decidedly require companies to contribute to the
meaningful improvement of society, and companies 
should consider how they might frame their issue
support within the broader context of economic
development to maximize resonance and relevance. 
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Human Rights (ensuring the rights of workers, children, women and others facing injustice)

Education (ensuring equal access to quality education)

Health and Disease (preventing and treating disease, e.g., HIV/AIDS or cancer, and ensuring proper child and maternal health)

Water (preserving and providing access to clean water)

Poverty and Hunger (providing financial assistance, food and housing to people in great need)

Environment (preserving and protecting our natural resources)

Economic Development (investing in communities through people, job creation and infrastructure) 

ThE ONE iSSuE CONSumErS mOST wANT COmpANiES TO AddrESS:
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20%

38%

43%46%

17%

2013

2010

37%

COmpANiES ShOuLd priOriTiZE SuppOrT OF iSSuES ThAT AFFECT:

43%

38%
37%

20%

2013

2010

17%

46%
The quality of life 
LOCALLY, in local 
communities

The quality of life 
NATIONALLY

The quality of life 
GLOBALLY, in 

countries around 
the world

Where citizens want corporate impact to focus is also important. As Americans focus on getting their families 
on the road to recovery, they predictably want companies to center their efforts close to home. Since 2010, 
U.S. citizens have been unwavering in their belief that companies should prioritize issues that affect the quality 
of life locally (43%), more so than national (38%) or global (20%) issues. 

44%

14%

13%

10%

8%

7%

4%
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LEvErAgiNg A pOwErFuL diFFErENTiATOr
Few attributes rouse brand preference and affinity more than commitment to social 
and environmental issues, and corporate America should pay attention. Nearly all U.S. 
consumers say that when a company supports a cause, they have a more positive 
image of the company (93%) – up from 85 percent in 2010 and 84 percent in 1993. 
Americans say they are also more likely to trust (90%) and would be more loyal (90%) 
to companies that back causes. Whether and to what extent a company supports 
an issue influences a variety of personal decisions as well, including where to shop or 
what to buy (82%) and which products and services to recommend to others (82%). 

VERY Important VERY/SOMEWHAT Important (Net) NOT VERY/NOT AT ALL Important (Net)

VERY Important VERY/SOMEWHAT Important (Net) NOT VERY/NOT AT ALL Important (Net)

Which companies they want to see doing
business in their communities

Which stocks or mutual funds to invest in Which products and services
to recommend to people 

CONSUMERS CONSIDER A COMPANY’S SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL COMMITMENT BEFORE MAKING IMPORTANT DECISIONS:

35%
85%
15%

2013

79%
37%

21%

2010

33%
82%
18%

2013

75%
30%

25%

2010

Where to work

32%
82%
18%

2013

19%
60%
40%

2013

59%
23%

41%

2010

76%
30%

24%

2010

27%
71%
29%

2013

What to buy or where to shop

69%
30%

31%

2010



Cause marketing programs abound, and the United States can
sometimes feel awash in ribbons as brands try to stand for something. 
The crowded marketplace may dissuade some companies from supporting issues – but the reality remains: 
social impact is good for business. Since 1993, Americans’ enthusiasm to shop with a conscience has 
sky-rocketed. Increasing more than 20 percentage points during the last 20 years, U.S. consumer likelihood to
opt for brands associated with a cause, given comparable price and quality, has jumped from two-thirds of the 
population in 1993 to nearly the entire population in 2013.   
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53%

89%

37%

2013

8%

11%

3%

53%

80%

27%

2010

16%

5%

16%

20%

5%

41%

66%

25%

1993

13%

22%

9%

VERY/SOMEWHAT likely (net) SOMEWHAT likely VERY likely NOT VERY/NOT AT ALL likely (net) NOT VERY likely NOT AT ALL likely

CONSUMERS ARE LIKELY TO SWITCH BRANDS TO ONE THAT IS ASSOCIATED WITH A GOOD CAUSE, GIVEN SIMILAR PRICE AND QUALITY:

Despite a strong preference and expectation for cause, 
Americans’ purchase of associated products and 
services should not be taken for granted. Securing 
consumers’ cause-related dollars is no longer a case 
of simply putting a ribbon on a package or donating a 
portion of proceeds. In fact, as more and more brands 
try to wrap themselves in a purpose, claims of “doing 
good” proliferate – and the lines around what 
constitutes a “cause” are blurring. Assertions about 
product features, from healthy options to environmental 
attributes, appear on the same shelf as traditional 
cause marketing communications such as donations 

to nonprofit organizations. Clarity around what companies 
are doing to effect change, and how consumers can 
play a role, is paramount.

The need for transparency around not only the issue 
but the intended impact has never been greater. 
Consumers need to have a sense of their role and 
ability to drive positive change. Today, a claim of  
standing behind an issue is not differentiating – but 
meaningful engagement and a clear articulation of the 
intended impact is. Show consumers specifically how 
their purchases will make a difference – and they’ll 
show you their support. 



mOBiLiZiNg CONSumEr ACTiON
Service and giving back are cornerstones of American culture, so it’s no surprise 
that U.S. citizens report high intentions for participating in cause-related activities. 
But actual behavior reveals a different story – and a tremendous opportunity 
for companies.  
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Americans’ inclination to shop with broader social 
needs in mind is clear and on the rise. Eighty-eight 
percent would buy a product with a social or
environmental benefit if given the opportunity, and 
more than half (54%) has done just that in the past
12 months, compared to 41 percent in 2010 and
20 percent in 1993. 

Americans also appear ready and willing to participate 
in corporate cause efforts. If given the opportunity, at 
least three-quarters of U.S. consumers say they would 
donate, volunteer and tell friends and family about a 
company’s CSR efforts – but significantly less report 
having done so over the last year. 

54% of Americans bought a product associated with a 
cause over the last 12 months, increasing 170% since 1993



The gap between Americans’ desires to get involved and their real behavior signals an audience who is ready and able to contribute.  
When it comes to rallying consumer engagement in corporate cause efforts, the message is clear: give them a spectrum 
of participation options, from turn-key to deep and meaningful, and they will eagerly join in your cause efforts. 

CONSUMERS WANT TO GET ENGAGED WITH CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY EFFORTS:

88%

79%

76%

74%

84%

88%

If given the opportunity, I would buy a product with a social and/or environmental benefit

If given the opportunity, I would donate to a charity supported by a company I trust

If given the opportunity, I would volunteer for a cause that a company I trust supports

If given the opportunity, I would voice my opinion to a company about its corporate social responsibility efforts
(e.g., provide comments on the company’s website or blog, review products)

I would tell my friends and family about a company’s CSR efforts

If I learned of a company’s irresponsible or deceptive business practices, I would stop buying its products

IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS, CONSUMERS INDICATE THEY HAVE:

54%

65%

42%

42%

38%

32%

29%

Bought a product with a social and/or environmental benefit

Made a donation

Boycotted (refused to purchase) a company’s products/services upon learning it behaved irresponsibly

Volunteered

Told friends or family about a company’s corporate responsibility efforts

Given their opinions and feedback about a company’s responsibility efforts directly to the company

Researched a company’s business practices or support of social and environmental issues
Percent Who Strongly/Somewhat Agree (Net)

Percent Who Strongly/Somewhat Agree (Net)
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This lack of clarity around corporate and individual impact is a 

glaring red flag, and companies should take notice. Despite strong 

inclinations to support corporate social responsibility efforts, Americans’ 

enthusiasm could diminish or even disappear if they do not see the 

benefits of their participation. Eager to learn how collective efforts 

make a difference, consumers have shown they are just as willing 

to boycott products as they are to support companies and causes 

through their purchases. To foster and maintain trust and deep 

engagement, companies must communicate not only the extent 

to which corporate commitments to cause are having traction, but 

also specifically how consumer participation, from dollars donated 

to hours volunteered, will create measurable impact. 
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WHO’S HAVING IMPACT?
Consumers have disparate perceptions of corporate and personal impact:

16%

25%

COMPANIES have made a significant positive impact on social and environmental issues

CONSUMERS believe they can have a significant positive impact through the purchasing decisions they make

hEEdiNg ThE mANdATE FOr impACT
Although the majority of Americans feel both businesses and individual citizens have 
some degree of positive influence on social and environmental issues, substantially 
fewer believe either is making significant impact.

Consumer purchasing is more than just a transaction – it’s a statement about the 
change the purchaser wants to see in the world. And it’s a key way Americans 
are engaging in social impact today. But despite a cause-saturated market, just 
16 percent of U.S. consumers believe companies have made a significant positive 
impact on social and environmental issues. Belief in individual ability to exert 
meaningful impact isn’t much greater. Twenty-five percent of consumers 
believe they themselves can have significant impact through their purchases.



COmmuNiCATiNg iN NEw ChANNELS
As cause is evolving, so too are the channels in which to engage, as well as the 
messages to communicate. Articulating CSR efforts and tangible impact will resonate 
and inspire. Nearly nine-in-10 (88%) Americans want to hear about corporate 
social responsibility efforts, but those messages must be authentic and clear.

88%

87%

60%

of Americans want to hear about CSR efforts

believes companies share positive information about 
their CSR efforts, but withhold negative information

is confused by CSR messages

Reaching today’s consumers requires integrated and ongoing communications. Traditional channels still dominate, 
with Americans indicating on-package messages (21%), the media (16%) and advertising (16%) as the most 
effective ways to reach them. Online and mobile channels should be considered central to any CSR marketing 
effort as well. Together, they represent 22 percent of consumers’ preferred communications vehicles.

COMPANY’S
WEBSITE

COMPANY-SPONSORED 
COMMUNITY EVENTS

(e.g., a charity walk
or concert)

SOCIAL MEDIA 
(e.g., Facebook

or Twitter)

IN STORE
(e.g., store employees

or in-store signage)

ON THE PRODUCT
(e.g., on the package
or label)

CELL/MOBILE PHONE

MEDIA
(e.g., stories and 
interviews in the 
local paper)

ADVERTISING
(e.g., print, broadcast 
or online)

THE MOST EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION CHANNEL FOR INFORMATION ABOUT 
SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAMS AND PRODUCTS:

21%

16%

16%
12%

7%

7%
7%

10%
THROUGH THE MAIL

3%
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HOW CONSUMERS USE SOCIAL MEDIA TO ENGAGE WITH
COMPANIES AROUND SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES: 

30

25

20

15

10

5

0

To share positive 
information about 

companies and issues 
they care about with 

people in their 
networks

27%

To contribute directly
to an effort led by a 

company (e.g., pledge, 
volunteer, donate)

15%

To learn more about 
specific companies

and issues
26%

To recruit others in 
their networks to 
contribute directly

to an effort led
by a company

12%

To share negative 
information about 

companies and issues
 they care about with 

people in their 
networks
20%

To directly communicate
with companies around

these issues
16%

 

Social media is opening new doors in the world of 
CSR, giving consumers near-immediate access to 
information about companies, the issues they support 
and ways to get involved. Half (51%) of Americans 
report using social media to engage with companies 
around social and environmental issues – and they’re 
doing so mostly to companies’ advantage. With tablets 
and smartphones at their fingertips, more than a quar-
ter (27%) of U.S. consumers use social media to share 

positive information about companies and issues with 
people in their networks, while a similar percentage 
(26%) is leveraging social media to learn more about 
specific companies and issues.

Social media and the way people use it is transforming 
the social impact landscape. Companies must consider 
social media not an add-on but an essential compo-
nent in their social impact communications and stake-
holder engagement.  



iNTrOduCiNg ThE NEw SOCiAL impACT CONSumErS 

Ninety-two percent of the U.S. population growth since 2000 is attributed to minorities – many 
of whom identify as African American or Hispanic1. With a combined buying power estimated to 
reach $2.3 trillion by 20152, African Americans and Hispanics are most definitely no longer niche 
segments – they’re the new mainstream. And Millennials* are the first generation of Americans 
who have grown up alongside cause marketing. Numbering more than 80 million Americans3, 
they are the largest cohort the U.S. has ever seen – and an undeniable force.

Together, these populations represent the new social impact consumers. As they matriculate 
into decision-making roles at organizations around the country, they bring with them cultural 
influences that mandate making society better. They also bring the brave new world of social 
networking – a world in which information is available at the swipe of a finger, and where they 
serve as an entirely new group of influencers who can magnify a company’s efforts and 
accelerate positive change.

Their significant buying power and social influence cannot be ignored – but getting their 
attention requires an understanding of their distinct needs, priorities and communication habits.

Multicultural and Millennial audiences are growing in size 
and influence, and truly changing the voice of America. 
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*Definitions of what birthdates mark the Millennial generation vary, although most experts consider individuals born between the early 1980s and 
the early 2000s to comprise the generation. Cone Communications’ research segmented Americans ages 18-34 to represent the Millennial cohort. 

1 The New York Times, “Whites Account for Under Half of Births in U.S.” (http://www.nytimes.com/2012/05/17/us/whites-account-for-under-half-of-births-in-us.html?pagewanted=all&_r=1&)
2 Nielsen, “State of the African American Consumer” (http://www.nielsen.com/us/en/reports/2011/state-of-the-african-american-consumer.html), “State of the Hispanic Consumer: The Hispanic Market   
  Imperative” (http://www.nielsen.com/us/en/reports/2012/state-of-the-hispanic-consumer-the-hispanic-market-imperative.html)
3 U.S. Chamber of Commerce Foundation (http://emerging.uschamber.com/MillennialsReport) 



SNApShOT: AFriCAN AmEriCANS

Corporate social responsibility is particularly influential among African Ameri-
cans when it comes to what companies they trust and will be loyal to, and 
what products they purchase. Compared to the general U.S. population, 
African Americans are more steadfast in their convictions to shop with an eye 
toward social good: 42 percent of these consumers say they are “very likely” 
to switch brands to one associated with a good cause, vs. 37 percent of the 
general population. That strong appetite for companies to engage in social 
impact extends into a wide array of everyday decisions, with the majority of 
African Americans indicating a slightly higher inclination than the rest of the 
U.S. to consider CSR when deciding where to work (74% vs. 71%) and 
which products or services to recommend (85% vs. 82%). 

Consistent with the national average, more than half (54%) of African Ameri-
can consumers have purchased a cause-related product. But their optimism 
about both personal and corporate impact is distinctive. One-third of African 
Americans believe they themselves can have significant positive impact on 
critical social issues through their purchasing decisions (33% vs. 25% general 
population), while one-in-five feels companies have made significant impact 
(20% vs. 16%). 

With the African American unemployment rate nearly double the national 
average4 (as of July 2013), it’s no surprise that, like the U.S. population as a 
whole, African Americans believe the number one issue companies should 
address is economic development. Stemming from that more dire employ-
ment status is a prioritization of issues that directly affect the basic hierarchy 
of needs, including poverty and hunger and human rights as their second and 
third priority issues – marking a slight divergence from the general population, 
which ranks the environment in its top three issues.

Of the roughly 42 million African Americans in the United States5, nearly half 
are younger than 306. With such a young population, it’s no wonder their 
comfort with and usage of social media is greater than the national average. 
Although advertising is deemed the most effective communication channel 
to reach them with CSR messages, 55 percent of African Americans report 
using social media to engage with companies around CSR (vs. 51% general 
population). 
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impLiCATiONS FOr COmpANiES:
“Authenticity above all else” is the mantra for engaging with African Americans around social impact. 
Creating tangible change requires a commitment to doing more than “checking the box.” Companies 
must recognize the population’s distinct audiences, and respond to their unique drivers. Consumer 
partnership programs should be supported by initiatives that showcase a true commitment to the 
community’s most pressing issues, including strong diversity hiring practices, on-the-ground efforts 
in neighborhoods, and donations to organizations and events that demonstrably drive solutions.

EXpErT’S TAkE

“Authenticity is paramount,” says Dr. Rochelle 
Ford, professor of communications at 
Howard University. “African Americans are 
becoming more skeptical of corporate efforts 
to partner with the black community,” including 
partnerships with traditional leadership individu-
als and organizations, she adds. “Too often, 
CSR has meant writing a check to national 
black organizations, but the community isn’t 
feeling the impact of those efforts. Authentic 
CSR means effecting real change – not just 
giving a one-time donation to a national 
organization that may not directly affect the 
communities.” 

One cultural institution that remains strong is 
the church. In fact, many church-going African 
Americans consider their community activities 
not “volunteering,” per se, but part of everyday 
life. Given its prominence, companies must 
exercise caution when getting involved via the 
church. “African Americans understand we 
need to invest in our own communities, so a lot 
of grassroots efforts start in the church. But as 
companies recognize the power of the black 
church, there is a real concern about the buying 
of religion. Companies need to be very careful 
as they try to leverage the religiosity of the Afri-
can American community. It may be perceived 

as exploitative.” 

For marketers looking to build stronger relation-
ships with African American consumers, there 
also needs to be recognition of the sub-
populations within the community – including 
their unique drivers and where their interests 
overlap, Dr. Ford says. “There are two distinct 
consumer groups in the black community. The 
upper-middle class is a lot more skeptical about 
its purchasing decisions – they’re more keyed 
in to internal CSR policies of the products and 
brands they buy. Some lower-income African 
Americans, however, possess more material-
istic attitudes,” which Dr. Ford explains can be 
largely driven by pop culture, including celebri-
ties and music. 

Despite different purchasing motivations, African 
Americans share commonalities as well. “Re-
gardless of socioeconomic background, they 
recognize that equality isn’t universal. There are 
issues that affect the entire black community, 
not just one neighborhood. This population is 
definitely not out of the recession, and there are 
hurdles to clear – from the community’s health 
to the way the culture is portrayed in the media. 
The need for collective impact is huge.”

COmpANiES 
ShOuLd AddrESS

Economic development
41% African Americans
(vs. 44% U.S. average)

poverty and hunger 

16% (vs. 14%)

human rights
11% (vs. 10%)

BOughT A prOduCT  
wiTh A CSr BENEFiT
54% (vs. 54%)

CONSidEr CSr BEFOrE dECidiNg
whAT TO Buy Or whErE TO ShOp
86% (vs. 82%)

BELiEvE COmpANiES hAvE 
mAdE A SigNiFiCANT impACT
20% (vs. 16%)

BELiEvE iNdividuALS CAN 
hAvE A SigNiFiCANT impACT
33% (vs. 25%)

uSE SOCiAL mEdiA TO ENgAgE 
wiTh COmpANiES ArOuNd CSr
55% (vs. 51%)

prEFErrEd COmmuNiCATiON 
ChANNEL
Advertising – 21% (vs. 16%) 

4 Bureau of Labor Statistics (http://www.bls.gov/news.release/empsit.t02.htm) 
5 U.S. Census Bureau (http://www.census.gov/prod/cen2010/briefs/c2010br-06.pdf) 
6 Yahoo! Advertising, “Marketing to African Americans”
  (http://advertising.yahoo.com/article/marketing-to-african-americans-20120809.html) 



7 U.S. Census Bureau (http://www.census.gov/newsroom/releases/archives/population/cb12-243.html)
8 eMarketer, “Among Hispanics, Who’s Leading Digital Adoption Trends?” 
 (http://www.emarketer.com/Article/Among-Hispanics-Whos-Leading-Digital-Adoption-Trends/1009755)
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impLiCATiONS FOr COmpANiES:
Focus on establishing long-term relationships with Hispanic consumers through authentic and 
transparent communication of company values and community-focused CSR efforts. Companies 
will be well-served to be respectful of strong family ties, both in the U.S. and abroad, as well cultural 
nuances. Communication should be highly tailored, going beyond a direct translation of English 
marketing messages to a robust approach that considers heritage, community and family.

EXpErT’S TAkE
“If the U.S. population of Hispanics – 50 plus 
million consumers – was its own country, we’d 
be the second largest ‘Hispanic’ country in the 
world and the 14th largest economy,” says 
Carlos F. Orta, president and CEO 
of the Hispanic Association on Corporate 
Responsibility (HACR). “The U.S. Hispanic 
consumer is a growing market, and we’re here 
to stay.”

As corporations look to capitalize on this 
booming and increasingly powerful population 
segment, relationships are key, Orta advises. A 
values-based community, Hispanics are largely 
optimistic and family-oriented, in part because 
of strong immigrant roots. “Many Hispanics 
came to the U.S. with the idea that they’ll do 
better here than in their home countries, and in 
most cases life is better. They’ve been able to 
make positive change, so they have reason to 
be optimistic.”

That optimism may be a factor in the degree to 
which Hispanics trust companies. “Hispanics 
are trusting of brands – but only with those we 
feel we really know. We cherish relationships, 
and it’s important to understand companies 
on a personal level. We want to know what 
they believe in, and how they’re involved in the 
community,” he explains.

To build credibility and reveal the corporate 
personality, Orta advises a multi-pronged 
approach. “Media is the baseline – networks 
like Telemundo and Univision, along with print 
media, are very influential,” says Orta. “It’s also 

critical that companies work with Hispanic-
led organizations to nurture the community. 
Companies’ commitments to Hispanic com-
munities can’t be skin-deep. Show us you’re 
investing in us through your hiring practices, 
philanthropic investments and procurement 
opportunities.”

Transparency is an absolute must for compa-
nies reaching out to Hispanics. “Companies 
need to keep this emphasis on relationships in 
mind when interacting with Hispanic consum-
ers. Tell us who you are, not just what you’re 
selling.” Once a relationship has been made, 
Hispanics are among the most brand loyal. 
“We’re very passionate – we don’t do anything 
half-way, and once we trust a company, we’re 
going to stick by it – it is part of our DNA,” Orta 
says.

Despite unifying cultural themes, companies 
should be aware of regional distinctions. “His-
panics in Miami, for example, have very differ-
ent concerns than those in Austin, and those 
from Cuba have different cultural influences 
than Hispanics from Mexico,” Orta points out. 
Engaging this audience is not just a case of 
translating English into Spanish. “It’s a mistake 
to lump Hispanics into one macro group, 
or to assume a straight English-to-Spanish 
translation will do the job. Companies must be 
sensitive to the various nuances. Customiza-
tion is key to connecting on a deeper level, 
and forming the foundation for those crucial 
relationships.”

SNApShOT: hiSpANiCS

Hispanics represent one of the most actively CSR-engaged consumer segments 
to-date. In almost every category surveyed, Hispanics are more likely to show 
up – hearts, hands and wallets ready – to partner with corporations in efforts to 
solve social and environmental issues. They are more apt than the general U.S. 
population to not just purchase products and services associated with causes 
(94% vs. 89% general population), but also go beyond the register to donate 
(70% vs. 65%), volunteer (47% vs. 42%) and advocate on behalf of companies 
(43% vs. 38%). 

Corporate support of social and environmental issues is a key factor for Hispan-
ics in making a variety of decisions. More so than the rest of America, they con-
sider a company’s CSR commitments and behaviors when deciding where to 
work (80% vs. 71% general population), how to invest (70% vs. 60%) and which 
products or services to recommend to others (87% vs. 82%). 

Perhaps fueling their higher degree of engagement, Hispanics are more opti-
mistic about the power of individuals and corporations to effect change. Twenty 
percent believes companies have made significant positive impact on social and 
environmental issues, compared with 16 percent of the broader population. And 
more than one-third (36%) of Hispanics believe they themselves can appreciably 
impact issues through their purchasing decisions – compared to just one-quarter 
(25%) of Americans at-large. Considering the projected Hispanic population 
growth – some estimates place it as high as one-third of the U.S. population by 
20607 – this groundswell of individual empowerment is not to be ignored.

Hispanics also diverge from the broader American perspective in their prioritization 
of issues. They have less of a singular focus on economic development (35% vs. 
44% general population) and instead rank issues such as the environment (14%), 
poverty and hunger (13%), human rights (12%) and education (12%) as virtually 
equal in terms of priority. Indicating a general concern about overall quality of life, 
this sentiment may be particularly acute as immigration and citizenship status 
loom especially large in many Hispanics’ lives.

Exhibiting higher-than-average mobile internet usage8, Hispanics’ propensity 
to utilize social media to address CSR is a natural outcome. Nearly two-thirds 
(62%) reports using social media to engage with companies around social and 
environmental issues (vs. 51% national average). However, social media is not 
the channel Hispanics look to first for CSR information. Unlike other Americans 
who prioritize on-pack messages, traditional media (17%) is the most effective 
channel to reach Hispanics.

COmpANiES 
ShOuLd AddrESS

Economic development
35% Hispanics
(vs. 44% U.S. average)

Environment 

14% (vs. 13%)

poverty and hunger
13% (vs. 14%)

BOughT A prOduCT  
wiTh A CSr BENEFiT
62% (vs. 54%)

CONSidEr CSr BEFOrE dECidiNg
whAT TO Buy Or whErE TO ShOp
86% (vs. 82%)

BELiEvE COmpANiES hAvE 
mAdE A SigNiFiCANT impACT
20% (vs. 16%)

BELiEvE iNdividuALS CAN 
hAvE A SigNiFiCANT impACT
36% (vs. 25%)

uSE SOCiAL mEdiA TO ENgAgE 
wiTh COmpANiES ArOuNd CSr
62% (vs. 51%)

prEFErrEd COmmuNiCATiON 
ChANNEL
Media – 17% (vs. 16%) 
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impLiCATiONS FOr COmpANiES:
The young age of the Millennial segment means many of its members are still defining themselves, 
and the brands they prefer. Companies must meet this group’s need to connect and share with 
others by providing opportunities for collective action. Marketers may consider challenging Millennials 
to meet their potential by engaging them through a range of issues, ensuring there’s something in it 
for them and setting low barriers for participation.

EXpErT’S TAkE
“Millennials have grown up with a high 
awareness of cause and social impact,” 
observes Craig Bida, executive vice 
president – Social Impact, Cone 
Communications. “And at the same time, 
this is the first generation that does not 
assume it will be better off than the prior 
generation. With the economic challenges 
Millennials do and will face, they want the 
world to be better, but they also are aware 
that this is not a given.” As such, Bida says 
the Millennial generation expects corporations 
to contribute to society in some meaningful 
way – presenting new challenges for brands 
looking to capture these younger Americans’ 
affinity and business.

“Companies have to uncover Millennials’ 
unique passion points, and engage them in 
a way that speaks to their personal drivers,” 
Bida says. “Social media and the very act 
of sharing are in their DNA,” Bida explains. 
“They expect openness – they’re sharing so 
much of their lives online, and they expect 
companies to be equally forthcoming. They 
require information to be readily available and 
online; otherwise they’re going to turn off.”

Millennials’ predilection for social media 
influences how they think about engaging in 
cause. “When it comes to getting involved in 
social impact, Millennials can perceive their 
job to be sharing information about issues 
and initiatives with their networks. They’re 
less likely to feel their job is to donate or  
pursue more traditional cause activation 
elements.”

That’s not to say Millennials aren’t willing to 
partner with corporations to solve pressing 
issues. “This younger generation of Ameri-
cans is queued up for major impact. They’re 
highly tuned in and incredibly social, but 
brands can’t rely on traditional engagement 
methods,” Bida notes. “Millennials are used 
to being surrounded by cause, so breaking 
through is about articulating personal and 
societal benefits, giving them a range 
of opportunities to connect and share with 
like-minded people and recognizing the 
diversity of issues that matter to them.”
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9  Barron’s, “On the Rise” (http://online.barrons.com/article/SB50001424052748703889404578440972842742076.   
   html#articleTabs_article%3D1) 
10 Pew Research Center, “Millennials: A Portrait of Generation Next” (http://www.pewsocialtrends.org/files/2010/10/
   millennials-confident-connected-open-to-change.pdf) 

SNApShOT: miLLENNiALS

Millennials are hyperaware of, and have high expectations for, corporate social
responsibility efforts to make the world a better place – for themselves and 
broader society. CSR can help companies grab the hearts and minds of this 
formidable segment, which accounts for more than $1 trillion of current U.S. 
consumer spending9. When companies support social and environmental issues, 
Millennials, like the general population, respond with increased trust (91%) and 
loyalty (89%), as well as a stronger likelihood to buy those companies’ products 
and services (89%). 

Although economic development is the number one issue Millennials want 
companies to address, they put less emphasis on it than the general popula-
tion (36% vs. 44% general population). Younger Americans appear to be slightly 
more concerned with a variety of causes, ranking poverty and hunger (16%), the 
environment (15%), human rights (11%) and education (10%) almost equally im-
portant. This less singular focus may be the result of the myriad world-changing 
events this generation has witnessed in its still-young life, from acts of terrorism, 
to financial crashes, to international political upheavals. 

Millennials appear slightly more willing to dig beneath the surface to learn about 
operations and commitments. In fact, in the past year, more than a third (36% 
vs. 29% general population) has researched a company’s business practices 
and support of issues. They’re also more apt to weigh social and environmental 
commitments when making critical financial choices, including decisions about 
where to work (78% vs. 71%) and how to invest (64% vs. 60%). These behaviors 
indicate a greater sense of empowerment to make well-informed and personally-
beneficial decisions – one that prior generations may not have felt as strongly.

With 29 percent of Millennials visiting social networking sites several times a day, 
versus 19 percent of Generation X10, their high level of engagement with CSR 
through social channels isn’t surprising. Two-thirds report using social media to 
address or engage with companies around social and environmental issues (64% 
vs. 51% general population) – and largely to champion brands and the issues 
those companies support (34% vs. 27%). One-in-five (20% vs. 15%) lever-
ages new media to directly support corporate social impact efforts, from signing 
pledges to making donations. But Millennials will not hesitate to critique either: 
one-quarter (26% vs. 20%) takes to social media to share negative information 
about companies they feel aren’t living up to their promises. 

Despite their high expectations for social impact, Millennials are consistent 
with their older counterparts and are somewhat pessimistic about the ability of 
companies to make significant progress toward social and environmental issues 
(15% vs. 16% general population). Millennials are also more skeptical of their own 
capacity to make positive change, with just one-in-five (21% vs. 25% general 
population) believing their purchases have significant impact.

COmpANiES 
ShOuLd AddrESS

Economic development
36% Millennials
(vs. 44% U.S. average)

poverty and hunger 

16% (vs. 14%)

Environment
15% (vs. 13%)

BOughT A prOduCT  
wiTh A CSr BENEFiT
55% (vs. 54%)

CONSidEr CSr BEFOrE dECidiNg
whAT TO Buy Or whErE TO ShOp
84% (vs. 82%)

BELiEvE COmpANiES hAvE 
mAdE A SigNiFiCANT impACT
15% (vs. 16%)

BELiEvE iNdividuALS CAN 
hAvE A SigNiFiCANT impACT
21% (vs. 25%)

uSE SOCiAL mEdiA TO ENgAgE 
wiTh COmpANiES ArOuNd CSr
64% (vs. 51%)

prEFErrEd COmmuNiCATiON 
ChANNEL
Media – 18% (vs. 16%) 



As our research shows, the consumer mandate for companies to do more than stand for something and show
proof of purpose is absolute. Americans are also resoundingly clear in their desire to be engaged and help make
a tangible difference. Companies must respond by leveraging strong partnerships, integrating CSR into their core 
business, seeking innovative solutions, communicating effectively and delivering real results. Delivering meaningful 
social impact truly is a journey, and one that can result in tremendous positive change – for companies as well as 
the world at-large.

SEEk OuT NEw OppOrTuNiTiES TO iNNOvATE ANd ACCELErATE SOLuTiONS
Traditional models for cause are giving way to new, inventive approaches to social impact – with potentially 
game-changing results. Leading companies are activating cross-industry collaborations to identify creative 
solutions, using technology and digital platforms to share and gather information, and forging unlikely 
partnerships to take advantage of distinct areas of expertise and unexpected assets. 

EXpLOrE NEw COmmuNiCATiON ChANNELS TO BrOAdEN rEACh ANd AppEAL
Social media simply cannot be ignored, and companies must strategically and thoughtfully utilize this living 
communication channel to not only update on new programs and progress toward goals, but also to 
encourage active dialogue and idea generation with vested parties. Consumers are already primed for 
sharing information with their personal networks, and can quickly become credible third-party brand advocates 
to help companies form new relationships and generate awareness of and participation in social impact efforts. 

prOvidE ONgOiNg ANd TrANSpArENT prOOF OF iNdividuAL ANd COLLECTivE impACT
Between a starting point and the end goal, there are many milestones along the way. Establish success 
indicators at the outset of program development – and communicate them, warts and all, transparently 
and consistently. Ensure stakeholders understand how they’re individually contributing to the larger task 
at-hand, as well as how collective efforts are achieving progress.

TurN yOur STAkEhOLdErS iNTO pArTNErS By  
mAkiNg ThEir pArTiCipATiON urgENT ANd NECESSAry
From employees, to consumers, to customers, stakeholders must be elevated beyond an end-game 
audience to genuine partners. No company can go it alone – the hearts and hands of the very people 
who drive the business will also drive the success of social impact. Realize they are cause-savvy – they 
see and hear about social and environmental issues nearly every time they buy something. Break through 
the sea of ribbons by giving them specific jobs that only they can do – and that must be done for real 
progress to be made. 

iNTEgrATE SOCiAL impACT wiThiN yOur COmpANy’S BuSiNESS 
ANd CSr EFFOrTS TO mAXimiZE pOTENTiAL FOr impACT
The days of siloed philanthropy and corporate responsibility are long-gone. Leadership companies 
understand the interconnectedness of today’s complex issues, as well as the necessity for an integrated 
approach to corporate social responsibility. Social impact is a vital component of CSR – one that often 
brings a company’s broader commitments to citizenship to life in personal and tangible ways. Integration 
is crucial for maximizing efficiencies as well as amplifying opportunities for impact.
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With social and environmental issue support clearly and steadfastly expressed as an American consumer demand 
and savvy business strategy, the question becomes not if but how companies will carry the torch of its evolution to 
true social impact. Claims of caring are no longer sufficient, either to differentiate or to make a difference. Consumers 
demand more. And companies must respond. 

Companies seeking to evolve their cause-related efforts to 
social impact should follow five guiding principles:

AdvANCiNg SOCiAL impACT
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mEThOdOLOgy ANd ACkNOwLEdgEmENTS ABOuT EBiQuiTy

The 2013 Cone Communications Social Impact Study presents the findings of an online survey conducted 
February 7-28, 2013 by Ebiquity (formerly Echo Research) among a demographically representative sample 
of 1,270 U.S. adults, comprising 623 men and 647 women 18 years of age and older. The margin of error 
associated with a sample of this size is ± 3% at a 95% level of confidence. The margin of error associated 
with subsamples of African Americans and Hispanics is ± 7%, and Millennials is ± 5%, at a 95% level of  
confidence. Some figures may not add up to 100% due to rounding.

Contributing Experts:
We are deeply grateful to the following experts for sharing their time and extensive knowledge. These individuals are 
experts in their field, and their insight into the unique cultural influences of multicultural audiences was invaluable to 
our analysis. 

Dr. Rochelle Ford Carlos Orta

Professor of Communications President and CEO 
Howard University Hispanic Association on Corporate Responsibility (HACR)  
www.howard.edu www.hacr.org

Ebiquity (www.ebiquity.com) is a global media, marketing, and reputation consultancy. Ebiquity is a leader in above- 
and below-line communications tracking and research, providing independent data-driven insights to marketing, cor-
porate communications, and public relations professionals to continuously improve its clients’ business performance.

Ebiquity’s Reputation & PR practice, formerly known as Echo Research, has a 24-year track record in marketing and 
communications research, providing high-quality research, maintaining strict control of the research process, creat-
ing tailored research reports, utilizing proprietary approaches and tools, and enjoying longevity of relationships with 
clients. 

Ebiquity operates globally through its network of 21 offices in 14 countries. Today, with a cumulative client list of over 
1,000 businesses worldwide, Ebiquity works in 33 major languages across 94 countries, with a multi-lingual and 
multi-cultural core in its skill set. 

For more information about Ebiquity’s research and services, please contact:

Dan Soulas Jennifer Ciuffo Clark
dan.soulas@ebiquity.com jennifer.clark@ebiquity.com
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ABOuT CONE COmmuNiCATiONS

Cone Communications (www.conecomm.com) is a public relations and marketing agency known for igniting brands 
with high-impact strategies and programs based in deep insights, unique subject matter expertise and innovation. 
Focusing on key areas such as consumer product media relations, social media, cause branding and marketing, 
corporate responsibility, nonprofit marketing, corporate communications and crisis prevention/management, the 
agency is positioned to help clients achieve both business and societal outcomes. Cone Communications is a part 
of the Omnicom Group (NYSE: OMC) (www.omnicomgroup.com).

Recognized as a an early pioneer and global leader in corporate social responsibility, Cone Communications is 
honored to represent a variety of brands across diverse industries and sectors, and to create leading campaigns, 
platforms and programs such as American Heart Association’s Go Red for Women, Xylem Watermark, Green 
Mountain Coffee’s fair trade-focused Great Coffee Good Vibes, Time Warner Cable’s Connect a Million Minds, 
Hilton Worldwide’s Travel with Purpose™, and Johnson & Johnson’s Earthwards®.

About ConE CommuniCAtions’ REsEARCh & insights tEAm:
For two decades, Cone Communications’ groundbreaking research has helped our clients build and sustain 
competitive advantage. Our pioneering research in corporate social responsibility became the reference for 
companies seeking to understand this critical and rapidly evolving landscape. Today, we still provide the most 
comprehensive understanding of the changing attitudes, expectations and behaviors of consumers and employees 
when it comes to a company’s involvement in social issues and responsible business practices.

For more information about Cone Communications’ research and services, please contact:

Alison DaSilva Sarah Cahan
adasilva@conecomm.com scahan@conecomm.com
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CONE COmmuNiCATiONS & COrpOrATE SOCiAL rESpONSiBiLiTy

When it comes to corporate social responsibility, “purpose” has become a catch-all for corporate citizenship. 
Cone Communications believes that aspirational mission statements no longer suffice. To drive loyalty, affinity
and reputation, companies must focus on return. 

Cone Communications’ game-changing approach to CSR, Corporate Social ReturnSM, is founded on our ardent 
conviction that CSR must deliver measurable business, brand and societal impacts that yield returns for vested 
stakeholders. Our hallmark is the ability to integrate three areas of dedicated, deep subject-matter expertise,
reflecting a departure from the common industry emphasis on purpose and process, to one on results.

SOCIAL IMPACT
Representing the “S” in CSR, our expertise spans philanthropy and giving, employee engagement, cause marketing 
and nonprofit partnership development.

SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS PRACTICES
Defining sustainability strategies and commitments, our expertise includes materiality assessments and issue
prioritization, goal setting, policy development and reporting.

ENGAGEMENT COMMUNICATIONS
Bringing campaigns to life, our expertise includes media relations, brand positioning, stakeholder engagement,
influencer outreach, social networking and storytelling.

We are accountable for delivering return, not only to our clients, but also to ourselves, by living up to our values and
fulfilling our commitment to corporate social responsibility. In 2013, Cone Communications will publish our fifth update
on our corporate social responsibility efforts, and we are proud to have reached every goal we set in our inaugural 
2008 report. Our CSR commitment focuses on reducing our environmental footprint, fostering a creative and
collaborative workplace, supporting our local community and ensuring integrity in all we do. Our employees are
encouraged to support these efforts, and we offer them a variety of opportunities, including 48 hours of paid-time
off annually, to assist our goals. For more information visit: www.conecomm.com/cone-cr-report.
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